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Does my book need love 
scenes?

If you are writing in a romance subgenre (including YA 
romance) then YES. If you are writing in another genre, 
then it depends on the story.

Does that mean I have to have sex scenes in my books?

No. A love scene is the release (whether temporary 
or permanent) of built up sexual tension in the story. 
This can be a kiss depending on the tone of the story 
you’re writing. It doesn’t have to be sex.



Love Scenes Start on Page One
Know if you’re going to have them
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Tone: 
Know What You’re Writing

May seem obvious but you need to know what you’re writing 
and the tone you’re going for upfront. 

Tone: Language, dialogue, descriptions, visceral reactions

You can often tell how sexy a book is going to be by the way the hero/
heroine describes the other in their heads at the first meet.

Setting this tone is making a promise to readers. Do not make a 
promise you can’t keep.

A graphic sex scene in an otherwise sweet, light story or a closed door 
love scene in a sexy, gritty story is going to be jarring to readers



Where should 
I put a love 

scene?  
How many?



The Scene 
Rule 

Do NOT put any scene in 
your novel that doesn’t 
move the story forward 

and/or change the 
characters in some way.
Love scenes are not exempt.



Reasons to add a love scene
Besides the fact that it is moving the story forward and 
changing the characters, here are some additional 
reasons...

You’ve tortured your readers by building sexual tension and they will yell at the 
book if you deny them the pay off.

Getting naked with someone is a big, huge deal for most. This will show your 
characters in a different light, reveal vulnerabilities, maybe a hidden soft side, or 
perhaps reveal issues the reader didn’t know were there.

It’s an opportunity to heighten conflict and to make things even more 
complicated for your characters.



4 Types of  
Love Scenes



The Fade to Black

Sex is implied, not 
shown

Use this:
If the love scene wouldn’t follow 
the “scene rule”

It’s genre/tone appropriate

But don’t use this as a way to 
chicken out if a sexier scene 
would be a better fit.

Gone With the Wind



Glossed Over Sex

Touching and the lead  
up is shown, but then 
the door is closed

Use this when the 
change in your 
characters happens 
during the lead up 
moments

Can be used well in YA
Dirty Dancing love scene



The Full Experience
The sex happens with 
the door fully open to 
the reader

Use this...

When the change in the 
character happens during the 
lovemaking

You’re revealing previously 
unseen layers of your characters 
or their relationship

You’ve teased your readers and 
they are not going to want a 
discounted version

Jack & Rose in Titanic



The No-Holds-Barred
Same as previous 
category except there is 
a higher level of 
explicitness, no 
euphemisms, etc.

Use this...
If you’re writing erotic romance or 
erotica.

You’re writing about kinky sex acts

You’re telling a gritty story and 
flowery sex wouldn’t be realistic True Blood



NOTE:
You can have a mix of types in one 

book.

Figure out which type serves the 
story best at that point in the book



But before you put in that 
love scene…



Make Them Want It
Building Tension



Building Tension

Hyper Awareness - The attraction between your 
characters is obvious to the reader. Use all the senses.

No conflict=no tension - Need good reasons why these 
two can’t or shouldn’t be together

Use internal dialogue

Banter

The other is always on their mind, which of course 
annoys the hell out of her/him



Example: Pushing the Limits by 
Katie McGarry (YA)

A chair down the row from mine shifted and my mouth watered from the aroma of hot cinnamon rolls. 
I snuck a peek and noticed red, silky, curly hair. I knew her. Echo Emerson.

Not a cinnamon roll in sight, but damn if she didn’t smell like one. We had several of our main courses 
together… I didn’t know much about her other than she kept to herself, she was smart, a redhead and 
she had big tits. She wore large, long-sleeved shirts that hung off her shoulders and tank tops 
underneath that revealed just enough to get the fantasies flowing.

Like always, she stared straight ahead as if I didn’t exist. Hell, I probably didn’t exist in her mind. 
People like Echo Emerson irritated the crap out of me.

“You’ve got a f—ed up name,” I mumbled. I didn’t know why I wanted to rattle her, I just did.

“Shouldn’t you be getting high in the bathroom?”  —pg. 19-20, Pushing the Limits

Why it works to build tension: sensory details (scent), hyperawareness (knows what classes they 
have together, that she’s smart, what she usually wears), he’s noticed her body, he’s had “fantasies 
flowing”, and then Boom! Conflict. They don’t like each other.



More Ways to Build Tension
Patience 

Don’t relieve the tension too quickly. Frustration must build and build until the 
reader is desperate to see these two get together.

Example: Ross and Rachel from Friends, episodic TV does all of these really well

Here we go, wait, not so fast
Give your characters a taste of what could be then make them stop (usually some 
external thing interrupts them.) But don’t overuse this device.

Leave them wanting more
After they get a taste (or even a full love scene), leave them more unsatisfied than 
before. Now they know how good it could be if it weren’t for all that pesky 
conflict.



And of  course...

When all looks like it’s going to work out, pull the 
characters apart again.

We’re authors, it’s our job to be mean to our 
characters. Don’t give them what they want too 
easily. 

Sex almost always makes things worse or more 
complicated unless it’s the last love scene and we’re 
at the happily ever after



Components of  a Great 
Love Scene



Must Have: Emotion

Love scenes are not about body parts and 
choreography. Those things happen in between the 
emotions.

Let the reader know what’s going through your 
character’s mind, how this is affecting him/her not just 
physically but emotionally, etc.

Without this, a love scene will read like porn.

Also, don’t make it so flowery that no one can tell if sex actually 
happened  



Must Have: Sensory Detail
Sex is an all-encompassing act. Every sensory system 
is engaged--put that on the page.

Reactions are visceral. “It felt so good” doesn’t tell 
the reader anything worthwhile. What does “good” 
feel like for that character? (heart beating, skin 
warming, muscles tightening, etc.)

Write the scene as if you’ve taped the scene in slow 
motion. Write the nuances, the moments.



Example from Melt Into You 
The stark ache in her voice sank down into his bones, eclipsing even the sexual attraction he had for her 
and fueling something deeper, some longing to connect with her. Hold her. Soothe whatever made her 
so sad beneath that tough girl facade. To be that guy to fight off her demons. To be what she needed.

So he squeezed her hand and pulled her down against him, taking her lips in a slow, savoring kiss and 
letting himself fall to the desire that had choked him these last few months. Her body melted along his, 
her hands exploring his bare chest, threading through his hair, touching and testing. Both brave and 
timid.

Jace held back his need to run his hands over each inch of her, afraid he’d overtake her with his own 
wants and urge her farther than she wanted to go. He settled for laying gentle kisses along the curve of 
her neck, tasting the sweet salt of her skin and breathing in her heady scent. He could spend all night 
relishing every nuance of her. Each flavor. Each texture. Each breathy sigh.

Her fingers traced down over his hip, pausing when they brushed the waistband of his boxers. Tentative.

He eased back from kissing her neck and tucked a stray hair behind her ear. “Hey, we can just kiss. This 
doesn’t have to be anything more than that.”

She bit her lip and looked down at her hands. “But what if I want it to be?”



Why this scene (hopefully!) 
works…

All that happened in this scene: They made out. 
(Wouldn’t that be a boring scene if that’s how we 
described it?)

Sensory details - her scent, sweet salt of her skin

Emotion - Hero shows care and concern for heroine

Hint at conflict—hero is reluctant to take this step 
with her



Must Have: Language
Language that doesn’t make us cringe or 
laugh (or have bloggers call you out on 
Twitter!)

Body parts/functions:

No cheesy euphemisms

Genre appropriate

Use the words your characters would use 
in their head (don’t fear the slang terms)

Clinical terms can work but beware of 
sounding like a doctor visit

Can refer/imply things without naming 
it explicitly (see example)



Example: Outlander by Diana Gabaldon
He stood still, hardly breathing, as I knelt down to unbuckle the studded belt around his 
hips.

If it must be sometime, it may as well be now, I thought, and deliberately ran my hands up 
the length of his thighs, hard and lean under his kilt. Though by this time I knew perfectly 
well what most Scotsmen wore beneath their kilts—nothing—it was still something of a 
shock to find only Jamie.

He lifted me to my feet then, and bent his head to kiss me. It went on a long while, and his 
hands roamed downward, finding the fastening of my petticoat. It fell to the floor in a 
billow of starched flounces, leavening me in my chemise

“Where did you learn to kiss like that?” I said, a little breathless. He grinned and pulled me 
close again.

“I said I was a virgin, not a monk,” he said, kissing me again. “If I find I need guidance, I’ll 
ask.”

He pressed me firmly to him, and I could feel that he was more than ready to get on with 
the business at hand. With some surprise, I realized I was ready, too.” —pg. 281-282



Cheat Sheet
Less explicit terms that 
can work for body parts:

His/her heat, arousal, 
flesh, desire, need, sex

Length

Between his/her 
thighs

Getting called on on 
Twitter if used:

Manhood, garden, 
petals, rod, sword

Member (of what 
club?)

Moist (unless it’s 
about cake)



Must Have: Choreography

Must make sense

Though this is the smallest 
component of a love scene, 
remember it’s still an action 
scene. Make sure what’s being 
described can be visualized 
AND is possible.

Block the scene if you need to 

You don’t want your reader 
doing the head tilt trying to 
figure out where people are in 
the scene

Photo credit: Taro the Shiba Inu

Wait, her leg is where?



Must Have: Conflict
Unless it’s the HEA love scene at the end, the sex (or 
kissing) needs to make things EVEN MORE 
COMPLICATED

There must be stakes involved. What are they risking 
by sleeping together/kissing in this scene?

Some options: The bad guys start closing in, someone 
gets insecure and bolts, the Feels with a capital F start 
to develop and freak them out, someone finds out 
about their secret relationship, etc.



Must Have: Motivation

Why are they kissing/sleeping together NOW? Why 
this moment?

You need to make the motivation clear.

It cannot be just because you think you should 
have a love scene by now.

Both the hero AND heroine need to have a reason 
for “Why now?”



Possible Motivations
• Your characters may sleep together early in the 

story. If not for love, why?
• One night stand for lust that turns into more/”no strings attached” affair

• Seeking distraction/comfort

• Bargaining/Power play

• Satisfying the urge to “get the other person out of their system”

• Procreation (if used, usually in historicals)

• Forced to interact due to external circumstances

• Wanting sexual experience (or wants to try something--submission, kink, 
etc.)



Must Have:  
Realistic Timing

The Kevin Bacon 
(Friday the 13th) rule:     

If a serial killer is in the 
woods, your characters 
probably shouldn’t stop 
for a romp.



Must Have: Tailor-Made

You should not be able to pick up this exact love scene 
and drop it into a different story. No two characters 
would have the same love scene.

Focus on how these two personalities would uniquely 
interact with each other



Must Have: POV Savvy
Point of View awareness - guys and girls are going to 
focus on different things in the moment

Guys are generally more visual, focus on what they can see, 
aren’t going to use euphemisms in their head

Shallow POV - This pops up when you are telling 
instead of showing.

Look out for the telling words: felt/saw/heard/smelled/
thought/realized

“She felt his lips on her neck.” vs. “His lips brushed her neck.”



Nice Additions

Dialogue - Using it in a love scene can add so much to 
the chemistry between the characters. No monologues 
but playful banter, dirty talk, and I love you confessions 
are all options.

Sense of humor - They don’t always have to be SO 
serious. Getting naked with someone can be awkward 
and tense, humor is a great defense mechanism.



The Scenes that Linger
Writing Memorable Love Scenes



A Centerpiece Love Scene
Strive to make at least one of the love scenes in your 
book a centerpiece scene that readers will remember 
for a long time (for good reasons!)

What I hear from readers:

Melt Into You — “the cop scene”

By the Hour — “the ‘we hate each other’ scene”

The Ones Who Got Away — “the kiss in the rain”

The One You Can’t Forget — “the food truck scene”



Components of  a 
Centerpiece Love Scene

Unique in some way - setting, action, circumstances, 
props

Lots of tension beforehand

High emotion and/or stakes

Major shift in the characters and/or plot (“this changes 
everything”)

Has characters you can’t forget



Dirty Dancing



Why is it memorable?

Conflict beforehand

Emotion

Dancing as foreplay

She’s a virgin

Relatively unique setting 

Good example of sexy but not explicit



Risky Business



What stands out?

LOCATION

Fantasy element: daring, exhibitionism

He’s a virgin

The silence

The obvious symbolism of trains going into tunnels 



Ghost



What is special?

The pottery wheel

Humor

Messy

Quietly intimate (married couple vs. new couple)

More phallic symbolism than you can shake a stick 
at ;-)



Friends (A kiss love scene)



Why is it such a  
memorable kiss?

SO much tension in their relationship beforehand

Conflict - he has a girlfriend

Humor

The rain, the locked door, the line “I didn’t get a cat.”



Do the scenes you listed have the 
centerpiece components?

High tension?

High emotion?

Major shift in story/character?

Great, memorable characters?

Unique in some way?

What else made them stand out?



How to Write a  
Centerpiece Scene

Don’t be afraid to take things outside the bedroom for 
your characters

Push your own boundaries. You can write things that 
you wouldn’t necessarily try yourself.

Think of special elements to weave in — the pottery 
wheel in Ghost, the dancing as foreplay in Dirty 
Dancing, the food in 9 1/2 Weeks, etc.

But don’t force novelty into something if it doesn’t 
make sense for the story



Why Does This Scene Suck?
Things to look out for...

Photo Credit: Alex E. Proimos
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Things To Check For

Shallow POV - if we’re not in deep POV, it will make the reader 
feel like they’re watching from a distance

Lack of character development

Insufficient motivation for the scene

You haven’t raised the stakes high enough 

Nothing changed in the characters or story

Lack of emotion



Things to Check For

You’ve raced through it - remember that slow motion 
camera

Not enough sensory detail

You’ve used purple prose or cheesy euphemisms

You’ve done something to pull the reader out of the 
story - unsafe sex, impossible positions, unrealistic 
timing, dirty talk that is laughable, etc.

You were uncomfortable writing the scene and it shows



Other Pitfalls

• Putting in too much sex. Make sure every scene is integral to 
the story.

• Focusing only on choreography and forgetting emotion

• Getting so “wild and crazy” you lose the reader on 
believability

• Going for shock value instead of a great story

• Forgetting that you are writing for women

• Writing a hero that thinks like a woman



Pitfalls
Problem: You have multiple love scenes but they’re all pretty 
similar. You could flip them around w/o much change to the plot.

Ways to fix it:

Change settings

Change who is in the dominant role — Who is initiating/leading 
things this time? (Not talking BDSM, just general power dynamics)

Make sure the stakes get higher each time (more feelings, more 
conflict/outside pressure)

Mix up the slow/sensual/romantic love scenes with the more urgent/
aggressive ones.

Increase level of intimacy w/each encounter 



Pitfalls
Problem: The scene leaves you cold

Issue: It’s good to push your own boundaries in your 
writing. However, if you are writing a scene that you 
don’t find sexy or is an outright turnoff for you, it’s 
going to show to the reader. 

Fix: Find some element that you do find appealing and 
focus on that. Or, change the scene

Also, this is where reading outside your normal comfort zone helps 
expand your horizons. Sometimes you don’t know you’ll like something 
until you read it.



The Ultimate Test
If your heart isn’t 
racing while you write 
the scene, you’re 
probably doing it 
wrong.

You should be 
anticipating that scene 
as much as you want 
the reader to.

Photo credit: Chiara Cremaschi



My Mother May Read This
Conquering the fear

Photo Credit: c.mcbrien



Facing the Fear

My tough love...

YOU ARE A GROWN UP

Your mother has had sex...and your dad too. 
Probably together.

Are you going to let other people affect how you 
write the story you want to tell? 

Do you really want to hang around people who would 
judge you for something like this?



If  I Can Do It…
My background…

When I got published in erotic romance, this is what happened:

Family is proud and supportive. Mom reads my books and shares them with 
friends. My 82-year old grandfather buys copies to give to friends and reads my 
contemporary romances. 

Neighbors are excited when they find out I’m published, buy my books then 
talk to me about them.

Husband - reads my books & tells his friends about what I do. They give him 
high fives and then buy copies for their wives.

The point: It probably won’t be as scandalous as you think.



If  you want to write sexy, 
but fear lingers...

Read a step above the sensuality level you want to 
write.

If you want to write steamy, read erotic. And read a 
lot of books at that level.

Lesson: There is ALWAYS someone writing 
something dirtier, naughtier, more scandalous than 
you.



Fighting the Fear
Write your love scenes imagining no one will read them 
but you. You can always toss them out. But put no 
filters on yourself.

Find your happy place--where you’re mostly 
comfortable writing the scenes but it pushes your 
boundaries a bit.

Study other books with love scenes. Rewrite them to 
absorb how the words flow. Or practice by writing your 
version of your favorite movie/TV love scenes fanfic 
style.



Set the Mood for Writing
Music (if that isn’t distracting to you)

Read a romance or watch a romantic movie/TV show 
beforehand if you’re having trouble getting into the 
right state of mind

Have a place to write without distraction and/or kiddos 
looking over your shoulder



But Don’t Cheat the Reader
Whatever you do, don’t cheat the reader because you’re 
scared or nervous to go there.

If you’ve built up this sexy story, given hints and hot 
makeout scenes then you get to the big event and you 
fade to black, readers will not be happy.

Readers can tell when you chickened out vs. when the 
toned down love scene was appropriate for the book.



Recap

Build tension

Make love scenes serve a purpose

Have a centerpiece love scene

Don’t be scared

And don’t suck ;-)



QUESTIONS?

www.roniloren.com

http://www.roniloren.com

